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importance of 472–73
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job design
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factors affecting 328
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measurement of 312–13
organizational commitment
concept of commitment and engagement 271
correlation of HR to development of commitment
defined 271–72, 273–74
enhancing 281–82
factors affecting 277–78
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gaining 83, 181–82
‘hearts and minds’ approach 12,
and HRM 5, 9, 12, 13–14
impact of 276–77
influences on 280–81
and motivation 277
mutual commitment strategy 19
and mutuality 13, 761,
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problems with concept 275–77
significance of 274–75
strategy 278–79
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analysis of 314–15
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artefacts 308
assessment of 311–12
changing cultures 314–16
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components of 307
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development of 181
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leadership/management style 309
norms 303, 307–08
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significance of 305–06
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values 303, 307
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organizational effectiveness 8, 340
organizational learning
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double–loop learning 541–42
the learning cycle 542
and the learning organization 539
outcomes 540
principles of 541, 543
single–loop (adaptive) learning 541–42
organizational performance, impact of HR on 20–24
organizational performance model 40
organizational processes
conflict 301
interaction 301
leadership 299–300
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power 300
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organizational transformation
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role of HR 355
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transactional leaders 353
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transformational change 352
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transition management 354
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organizing, process of 319–20
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outdoor learning 574
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outsourcing
areas of 61
case for 61
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implications of 62–63
problems with 61–62
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outsource
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deciding to 62
implications of 62–63
problems with 61–62
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performance
and job satisfaction 264–65
meaning of 497–98
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performance drivers 36
performance management
aims 496
alignment of individual and organizational objectives 498–99
basis of 493
characteristics 496–97
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conducting a performance review meeting 510–12
criteria for assessing performance 510
as a cycle 503–04
defined 495
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guiding principles 499–500
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introduction of 517–19
and knowledge management 184
managing expectations 499
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meaning of performance 497–98
measuring performance 506–07
mixed model 498
objectives 505–06
and organizational effectiveness 357
and performance appraisal 500
performance agreements 504–08
performance measures 507
performance planning 507
performance–related pay 713–14
performance reviews 509–10
personal development planning 507–08
as a process 503
rating performance 512–15
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pay levels – economic factors 626
pay matrix 742
pay reviews, general 740–41
pay reviews, individual
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cconduct of 744
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pay spines 696–97
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pay structures 690
see also grade and pay structures
payment-by-results 639–41
pension schemes see occupational pension schemes
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ability 240
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attribute theory 245–46
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implications for HR specialists 248–49
individual differences 239–30
influence of background 243
influences on behaviour at work 244–45
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orientation to work 246
and role analysis 190–91
and role profiles 190
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and talent management 392–93
understanding performance management 497
dealing with under-performers 515–17
and values 498
views on 500–02
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performance measures 506–07
performance rating
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problems with 514
rating scales 513–14
rationale for 512–13
performance-related pay 713–14
performance reviews 509
person specification 410
personal case work 847–48
personal development planning 507–08, 571–72, 605
personal records 899
personality
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defined 241, 464
traits 241–42
types 242–43
personality tests 464–66
personnel function see HR function
personnel management 2, 6
personnel management and HRM 18–20, 31, 88
see also human resource management
personnel practitioners/professionals see HR practitioners
Personnel Today 42–43
PESTLE analysis 143
piecework 639
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planned experience 572
pluralist frame of reference 208
pluralist view of employee relations 758–59
point-factor rating, job evaluation 662
policies see HR policies
politics 300
power 300
power sharing 774
principal agent theory 207
procedural agreements 783–84
procedural rules 755–56
process 75, 141, 179
process consulting 75, 342
process criteria 66
process theory of motivation 254, 258–59
process worker, changing role of 209–10
professional conduct, CIPD code 84
profit-sharing 726
promotion 861–62
Prudential Financial 590
psychological contract
changing nature of 231–33
defined 225–26
developing a positive psychological contract 234–35
development of 229–30
and the employment relationship 225
and the HR function 55
and induction 472–73
model of 229, 230
significance of 227–28
state of 235–36
psychological tests 461–62
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psychometric questionnaires 463–64
psychometric tests 463
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quality of working life 149
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radical critique view of HRM 17
ratio-trend analysis 374
reactive pragmatists (HR practitioners as) 73
realistic job previews 106
recognition, trade unions 781, 782–83
recruitment agencies 423
recruitment consultants 423
recruitment plan 383
recruitment and selection
advertising 416–20
analysis of recruitment strengths and weaknesses 415
application forms 425, 426
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attracting candidates 414–15
biodata 428–29
competency-based approach 413–14
confirming the offer 436
contracts of employment 437
defining requirements 409–14
electronic CVs 429
reward systems, management of 
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rewards 748–49 
compa-ratio analysis 739–40 
control 744 
dealing with anomalies 746 
evaluating the system 739–40 
fixing rates of pay 745 
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